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A little to the west is the business capital of Toronto, which is sophisticated, cosmopolitan and
more globally inspired in its cuisine, with many
chefs exploring styles and ingredients from all over
the world. There’s a real synergy between what’s
happening in the kitchens of New York and Toronto, and a lot of chefs train in New York and then
return home to put their own spin on what they’ve
learned.
One of those chefs is Patrick Kriss of Aloette,
who opened an impressive contemporary French
restaurant and cocktail bar. A former chef of mine
at Restaurant DANIEL, Patrick really shines at Al-
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oette and perfectly displays his focus, talent, creativity and ambition in everything he does.
Ontario is similarly rich with local wineries, farms
and cheese producers, many of which we use at our
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restaurant scene. A few of my favorites when
I’m in town are The Black Hoof, Bar Raval or
Constantine by chef Craig Harding.
While judging on Top Chef Canada, I got to
sample a lot of what so many young, talented chefs were making. Some of the contestants went on to open their own restaurants,
such as recent finalist Chef Dustin Gallagher
and his Peoples Eatery in Chinatown.
Canada remains interesting to me because of the constant exploration of chefs, local traditions and the true combination of climate and culture that really vary by region.
From the rustic roots and traditional French
influence on the East Coast to Nordic influences on the West Coast, there is so much to
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MAISON
BOULUD
Located in Montreal, the hot spot
serves the chef’s
famed cuisine with
a Canadian twist
incorporating local
ingredients (photo
above). Main
photo: Chef Sylvain
Assie and Daniel
Boulud at Cafe
Boulud in Toronto.
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